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SLUGS STOP FOR THE ELECTRIC CAR

Zero emissions Renault ZOE Tourism and
Paradores

Ricardo Fraguas

Thanks to the initiative of the European Club of Drivers and Lovers Electric Vehicle, Drive & Dream,
European Tour Experience Electric Car Clu b, and its alliance with Paradores , Spain has the network of
fast charging points that allows vehicles as Renault ZOE, which has a range of around highway 100 km-,

freely and unused emissions across the Iberian peninsula.

It's funny, the Paradores, those magnificent hotels that allow us the cultural and historical immersion, appear to be embedded in
our geography strategically to allow emission-free electric mobility. There are over eighty Paradores on the peninsula that make us
endless routes, each more interesting and beautiful, where the distances between Parador Parador and do not exceed 100
kilometers.

With Drive & Dream initiative, Paradores heads tourism promotion, road, sustainable, zero emission, in our country, by providing
travelers the service fast recharge their electric vehicles. In less than 50 minutes Renault ZOE 100% charge their batteries to
continue our junket, zero emissions. Are the benefits of a 100% electric vehicle incorporating a charger that plugs with Paradores
proposed by Drive & Dream, can load these days.

We test this service inaugurating the Imperial route, making the trip Madrid, El Escorial, Parador de Ávila, walk along the walls of
Avila and old town and return to Madrid.

We start from Villanueva de la Canada with 100% battery charged at home because the home charger for occasional use to 16
amps provided by the Center for Research and Development and Innovation of safe and sustainable mobility, Demac Motor,
which, Charger waiting household Renault has already announced that fortunately will market in Spain, it allows us to perform
refills in any conventional household outlet that is grounded.

We encourage the whole family to join the ZOE and loaded with five occupants, Patricia, Conchita, and Ricardo Gonzalo JR and
myself. We estimate about 380 kilos more, without coats and umbrellas, necessary for the winter pretty clear that we have chosen
for our journey zero emissions.

Departure to El Escorial and begin the ascent. Villanueva de la Cañada is 652 meters high, 1055 Escorial Monastery and the
Navas del Marqués, after passing the port of Green Cross, at 1300 meters. A good climb.

After a very nice, clean and quiet ride, enjoying a landscape, rather than green, soaked with meadows and river valley lit by
capricious COFI sunbeams made their way under the cover of low cloud, we Ávila . Never fails to impress its beauty. Spectacular,
awesome. And we always say the same, we have to come over.

We arrived at the Parador next to the photogenic wall. Piedras Albas Palace, now our coaching inn. It gives us the Rafael,
receptionist graciously welcomed accompanying the charging point for our ZOE, which has managed to reach yet Ávila 32 km of
autonomy reserve. We have traveled 89 km and raised nearly two tons of vehicle weight of occupants, from 650m to 1100
Villanueva de Ávila with just under 16 Kw consumed. We know Francisco Rosendo technical chief and head of reception to help
us verify that the installation of recharging works like a charm.
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In less than an hour we charged 100% of the battery it was almost empty. We take the time to talk with friends Paradores, who
share with us the joy of full Hotel. Good sign. The truth is that it is a "whacked" spend a weekend in Avila and stay at the Parador.
Avila is too close to not enjoy it more often.

With the Renault Zoe loaded we could continue route to Salamanca, 108 km to recharge in their hostel and further progress in the
Imperial route to Ciudad Rodrigo, 88 km. Its parador, Castle Trastámara would also be a great hostel for the night with point
included fast recharge. Ciudad Rodrigo we could travel to Plasencia, 107 KM, for, after reloading at the Parador and visit the city,
we dirijiríamos Castle Oropesa, also must stop to visit and recharge at the point of rapid recharging of hostels, located in the own
Castillo. 
Toledo and its Parador far only flat route of 118 km, and from there, after a few minutes of charge, 73 km to Madrid.

What you said? Seems ready-made for the autonomous vehicle 100% electric, zero emissions.

This would mean 600km tour routes, zero gasoline euros, thanks to the kindness and Paradores tourism development and
sustainable mobility. 180 kg of CO2 avoided per vehicle, and about 80 euros of petrol saved, which very well could invest in the
room Parador.

We challenge you to make this tour zero emissions in a next time, which will also visit a temptation, Trujillo, Caceres and Badajoz.

Building on the charging of their respective Paradores we can delve, with our electric vehicles on the road that leads to the natural
"theme park" of the discoverers.

We at our outpost, have opened the way from Madrid to the Parador de Ávila, checking fast charging point, with its industrial
terminal and Lugenergy box, it is perfectly compatible, and it works like a charm, recovering the concept of "coaching inn" now no
emissions electric vehicle.


